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CREATION & FINANCE (Gen. 1:27-29) 
 
There are many misconceptions and questions that Christians have about this subject. For 
instance, people ask questions like: Does the Bible teach a capitalistic economy is best? What role should 
governments have in society? Should Christians buy stocks and shares? Is it wrong for us to get into debt? The 
Bible has very clear instructions and principles to guide us. Let us study them carefully. God’s 
Word is always our starting point. The best place to begin is from the beginning of creation. 
 
CREATION LESSONS – GENESIS ACCOUNT 
 
From the very beginning, God gave very specific instructions to man in the Genesis record about 
his duties on earth, “And God blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish 
the earth, and subdue it: and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over every 
living thing that moveth upon the earth. And God said, Behold, I have given you every herb bearing seed, which is 
upon the face of all the earth, and every tree, in the which is the fruit of a tree yielding seed; to you it shall be for 
meat.” (Gen. 1:28-29) As sovereign Creator, God has the right to decree Adam’s role there. Adam 
was to live on God’s terms.  
 
(1) STEWARDSHIP MANDATE - The Lord gave mankind delegated dominion over the earth. 
Man was to subdue its forces, to master them and bring them all under his control and 
direction. This is another part of our resemblance to God’s image. Only mankind is made in the 
image of God and man is uniquely accountable for moral choices in a way that does not apply to 
animals. The command to “subdue it” implies that from the beginning, even in the perfection of 
Eden, God had ordained that man should work out God’s purpose in bringing creation under 
man’s rightful dominion. Even the Fall has not destroyed the mandate that is ours. The final 
fulfilment of this command will be in the Millennium at the end of time. Despite the outlandish 
claims by some animal rights groups, the Bible clearly distinguishes between man and beast. 
Therefore, animal rights don’t trump human rights!  
 

 
 
As part of this stewardship as “caretakers” of God’s planet, God sovereignly blessed man as the 
recipient of the rich resources of the earth around him, “Behold, I have given you every herb bearing seed, 
which is upon the face of all the earth, and every tree, in the which is the fruit of a tree yielding seed; to you it shall 
be for meat” (Gen. 1:29). Kevin Boa explains the simple structure, 
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“Six days of creation yield the Garden’s Economic Model: 

• Man was expected to work. 
• Work enables the earth to bring forth fruit according to the seed placed within it 

(production). 
• Creatures reproduce according to their own kind, filling the earth (distribution). 
• These creatures take, as their food, that which the earth produces (consumption). 
• A unique creation reflective of the Creator commands man to exercise dominion over 

everything else that was created (stewardship). 

The opening text ends with the statement, “God saw all that he had made, and it was very 
good.” All of the objects God created were good. So also were the models God had 
created. Here was a balanced economy. Production was in balance with investment. Seed 
continued to reproduce, maintaining adequate supply to balance out the demands of 
consumption. The addition of oversight (Genesis 2:15) assured that the system would 
remain balanced.” 

This does not mean that man is free to recklessly waste the earth’s resources indulging our fleshly 
cravings and abusing His creatures (cf. Prov. 12:10) but must use it for the glory of God, “Whether 
therefore ye eat, or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of God” (1 Cor. 10:31). We are stewards of 
God’s creation and accountable to Him for it. God cares for what he has made. That is abundantly 
clear throughout Scripture (Genesis 1:31; Psalm 104). We honour the God of creation by not 
dishonouring His creation.  
 
(2) WORK MANDATE -  Adam did not decide where he should live and what he should do, 
but God appointed both for him, “And the LORD God took the man, and put him into the garden of Eden 
to dress it and to keep it.” (Gen. 2:15) We are not told exactly what this dressing and keeping of the 
garden was but it is clear that this work “to dress it and to keep it” enables the earth to bring forth 
fruit according to the seed placed within it. We know that Adam was permitted and encouraged 
to eat of all the fruit of the trees save one. So, the labour Adam did could have involved, not just 
eating, but also some selective pruning of the plants and trees to allow them to be more fruitful. 
It is important to note that the Lord ordained a purposeful and active function for man in 
his pre-fallen state. Work has always been dignified. This reflects the character of God because 
He is a busy God and always at work. Even in heaven, there is service for the Lord. MacArthur 
explains, 
 

“God created the universe, demonstrated the magnificent work of His hands. He is still 
working in the wonders of redemption. He upholds the whole of the creation by the word 
of His power. We will someday in heaven have a vocation somewhat like Adam had, a 
vocation which expends no energy, a vocation which never makes us weary, a vocation 
which always brings us delight and blessing. Now, he ate of the things in the garden, so 
there would be some selective picking, and perhaps some pruning of plants in a protecting 
kind of way as they all flourished and grew, so that those that produced the food could 
have the necessary extra space to grow. I don’t know what he did. But I could tell you this; 
even before the fall, work was a noble part of man’s life.” 
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This work in Eden would not be the same intensity as the labour required after the curse. 
For the curse brought thorns and thistles so that man would have to sweat in his toil (cf. Gen. 
3:18). This was grace in this corrective penalty, as this will reduce the time and energy man has to 
imagine and indulge in sin conceived in the fallen mind. For the person that is busy rowing the 
boat has little time to rock it! A man’s provision for his family will now require a life of strenuous 
effort. The earth will still yield an abundant harvest, but it will only do so at a cost. Few find any 
real satisfaction in this. The grace of Christ through salvation can help to mitigate some of the 
effects of this curse. A Christian should be able to rejoice in his labours in the workplace if he does 
so with the highest motives, as an act of worship to God and testimony to others (Col. 3:22-24). 

Additional to this physical labour, the Lord gave Adam a task using primarily his mental 
faculties in naming the animals (Gen. 2:19-20). This was no insignificant job, as to name all the 
animals means that you effectively classify them by understanding their behaviour and function. 
Boice points out that meant that Adam was “the first and greatest of all biologists and botanists.” 
He was certainly far from some half-evolved cave man!  

 

 
 
So, man was given primarily physical and primarily intellectual tasks to do by God. Both physical 
labour and mental labour are legitimate and equally dignified ways of earning a living by putting 
our God-given talents and abilities to use. Just like Adam, we are called to work and to do it with 
a heart motivated to do it for God’s glory (cf. Col. 3:17). The Bible repeatedly reinforces the 
principle that work will result in prosperity or wealth, 
 

In all labour there is profit: but the talk of the lips tendeth only to penury. (Proverbs 
14:23; cf. 22:29; Deut. 30:8–1; Eccles. 5:18–19) 

 
Work is God’s ordained will for us all. So, we all have the same Employer just different 

tasks! Yes, the Lord sends the farmer the harvest every year, but the farmer is still required to sow 
and reap it. We must not be lazy and simply sponge of others or the State. In the Ten 
Commandments work is assumed, “Six days shalt thou labour, and do all thy work” (Exodus 20:9) The 
Apostle Paul rebuked sharply those who do, “ For even when we were with you, this we commanded you, 
that if any would not work, neither should he eat.” (2 Thess. 3:10; cf. Prov. 10:4) This wasn’t a rebuke of 
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those unable to find work but those who had every opportunity to work yet refused to do so. Paul 
himself was always busy. He taught by example that working is honourable and a by-product of a 
holy life. Wealth is given to Christians to do provide for their family’s needs and to be generous 
to the needs of others (cf. 1 Timothy 6:17–19). Matthew Henry reminds us, “As we are not allowed 
to be idle in this world, and to do nothing, so we are not allowed to be wilful, and do what we 
please.”  
  
(3) PROPAGATION MANDATE - A third aspect of man’s creation was that he is given a 
mandate to be the propagator of the human race by populating the earth, “Be fruitful, and multiply, 
and replenish the earth.” The purpose of this propagation is to “subdue it,” which implies producing 
godly offspring to effect God’s objective. While there are exceptions, God’s general revealed plan 
for Christian couples is to bear offspring in the image of God. This privilege was not just a 
command from the Lord but a blessing also. Interestingly, it was repeated as a blessing to Noah 
and his offspring, when the earth was empty after the flood (Gen. 9:1). This is not a command to 
simply have as many children as physically possible. The NT warns that couples must think 
through prayerfully their ability to provide for children, “But if any provide not for his own, and specially 
for those of his own house, he hath denied the faith, and is worse than an infidel” (1 Tim. 5:8). This provision 
includes spiritual as well as physical care. God has sovereignly given each couple different gifts to 
carry out this. Steve Cole points out some examples of fallacious reasoning in this area,  

 
“Some argue, “If children are blessings, then why not have all the blessings God will give 
us?” But we obviously limit other blessings God gives, such as food, sleep, material 
possessions, and leisure pursuits.... Some also argue that to use birth control is to usurp 
God’s sovereignty and play God. But modern medicine gives us many theologically 
staggering options that didn’t exist a few years ago. Although God has sovereignly ordained 
how long we live, most of us don’t hesitate to use medicine to extend our lives if we have 
the option. The same applies to birth control. God has sovereignly ordained how many 
children we have, but perhaps birth control is the means He ordained of arriving at that 
number!” 

 
CLIMATE CHANGE & OVERPOPULATION - There is a secular movement in the world 
today urging young couples to either not have children or have the fewest possible. This is 
predicated on the argument that the world has an overpopulation problem, which causes 
an increased demand for food resources and a consumption of natural resources (such as fossil 
fuels). This overpopulation, they argue, will produce uncontrollable climate change and an 
ecological disaster that threatens the future of this planet. Despite the hysteria and constant 
doomsday messaging demanding radical policies, the Bible makes clear that the world will not 
implode because of man-made climate change.  

For God promises after the last global catastrophe of Noah’s Flood, “While the earth 
remaineth, seedtime and harvest, and cold and heat, and summer and winter, and day and night shall not cease.” 
(Gen 8:22) Avery Foley of AIG explains, 
 

“God has promised that we will continue to have seasons and that we will continue to be 
able to grow food. Will climate change? Absolutely. It has in the past, and it will change in 
the future. That may close off some areas to agriculture but may open up new areas we 
currently cannot use. But even as the climate changes, we can know the predictable seasons 
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will continue, even if they don’t look quite how they looked to previous generations living 
in a particular area.” 

 
The earth will remain in the form it is today until God decides to “uncreate” it in an atomic 
implosion at the end of this world, “But the day of the Lord will come as a thief in the night; in the which 
the heavens shall pass away with a great noise, and the elements shall melt with fervent heat, the earth also and the 
works that are therein shall be burned up.” (2 Peter 3:10) 
 

 
 
God is sovereign over everything including the weather, “Praise the LORD from the earth, ye dragons, 
and all deeps: Fire, and hail; snow, and vapours; stormy wind fulfilling his word” ( Psalm 148:7-8). Only God 
alone controls creation -  not man! For, “The earth is the LORD's, and the fulness thereof; the world, and 
they that dwell therein.” (Psa. 24:1) 

Although the Scriptures do not mandate the number of children we should have, it always 
speaks of children as a blessing from the Lord to a Christian home (cf. Psalm 127-128). Save for 
exceptional circumstances such as medical problems, no Christian couple should deliberately set 
out to avoid a blessing from the Lord. Every couple should prayerfully examine their motives in 
this area and ensure that it is not personal selfishness that leads them to reject having children. 
That is the spirit of the world around us. Nor should couples use wrong motives to have children 
such as to keep together a fragile or loveless marriage. Couples should always see their children in 
the light of God’s perspective and for God’s purposes.  
 
FAMILY LIFE 
 
In Genesis 2, God the sovereign Creator instituted marriage as the first divine institution. It was 
God who decided that marriage would be the foundation of the family and the building block of 
society. Marriage is God’s gift to the world. The newly married couple start a new family. This 
means they cut off their previous family ties and form a new family. Citing Genesis 2:24 the Lord 
Jesus said, “For this cause shall a man leave his father and mother, and cleave to his wife; And they twain shall 
be one flesh: so then they are no more twain, but one flesh” (Mark 10:7-8). The verb “cleave” here has the 
idea of a permanent gluing together. Irrespective of parental wishes, the man is commanded to 
leave his natural parents and start a new permanent home with his wife. If the man can’t handle 
that, then he is not mature enough for the demands of marriage.  
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Marriage is a financial venture and the husband is required to take on the role as primary 
breadwinner. The Apostle Paul wrote to Timothy that, “if any provide not for his own, and specially for 
those of his own house, he hath denied the faith, and is worse than an infidel” (1 Tim. 5:8). There may be 
exceptions to this rule when the wife must become the chief breadwinner, such as death, disability, 
retrenchment or even the husband is studying, but these exceptions only prove the general rule. 
This providing for our “own house” includes honouring our parents by taking care of their needs. 
As part of this provision, we need to note what we have (cf. Prov. 27:23-24) and save for needs of 
family (cf. Prov. 21:20). 
 

 
 
This doesn’t mean that a wife is not able to financially contribute to the needs of the family and a 
husband does nothing around the house.  It is simply a matter of priorities. Proverbs 31 tells us 
that a godly wife may financially contribute if she has ensured that her family is taken care of 
sufficiently, “She riseth also while it is yet night, and giveth meat to her household, and a portion to her maidens.” 
(Prov. 31:15) The same wife and mother is praised to engage in prudent property development, 
“She considereth a field, and buyeth it: with the fruit of her hands she planteth a vineyard” (v16) and even 
involved in business, “She maketh fine linen, and selleth it; and delivereth girdles unto the merchant.” (v24) 
Lydia the seller of purple linen in Thyatira is a good illustration of this in Acts 16. This should not 
be taken to mean that a wife involved in business acts independently of her husband’s headship. 
For Proverbs 31 makes clear that she does so with her husband’s approval and trust, “The heart of 
her husband doth safely trust in her, so that he shall have no need of spoil. She will do him good and not evil all the 
days of her life” (v11-12) and “Her children arise up, and call her blessed; her husband also, and he praiseth 
her.” (v28) Clearly, she must never put her career or business above her primary responsibility of 
taking care of her household.  

The couple are to be transparent with one another in finances. They are “one flesh” and 
must share their resources as if they were one person. In Genesis 2:25 we read that the first couple 
were fully open with each other, “And they were both naked, the man and his wife, and were not ashamed.” 
In other words, there were no secrets between them, no desire to hide or manipulate, no 
shame. With regard to finances, there must be no hidden bank accounts or any attempt to hide 
information about finances from one another.  

 
 
 
 


